Amazonas-Farm

Juma
Lake Inn

n Trips and Excursions
During the excursions you will be introduced into the
fascinating world of the Amazon jungle with competence
and commitment: into the unique ecosystem of its flora and
fauna, its history and the sociopolitical background. If you are
interested you can get actively involved.

authentic – close to nature – original

From the farm you have a great view
of the river and the opposite forest.
The guided tours are in English, further languages can be
provided on request. The transfer to the farm leads you past
the Encontro das Águas (Meeting of the Waters). Depending
on the duration of your stay, participation in the following
activities is possible:
• jungle hike
• canoe and boat tours
• piranha fishing
• observing dolphins or caymans and birds at dawn
• a visit of the flooded forest*
• demonstrations of Maniok processing* or natural rubber
extraction*
• spending the night in the virgin forest in a hunting camp
• visiting a Caboclo family gaining insight to their way of life
On request we offer an individual program for you which can
also include special areas of interest or a personal guide!

n The Amazon Specialists
The farm is the starting point for trips and excursions into the
closer surroundings of the virgin forest.
The facilities are headed by Mr. Gerard A. Hardy who has been
a well known experienced specialist of the Amazon for more
than 30 years. He is supported by his wife Cleide and a
professional team.

»We again want to thank you for the wonderful advice. We were
enchanted by the Juma Lake Inn and we will definitely travel back.«
Anne F., Berlin
»2 weeks after returning from Juma Lake Inn we still have the
pictures of Juma Lake Inn fixed in our mind.«
Gundel G., Bonn

*depending on the seasons

Reservations

n Surrounding and Location
Juma natural reserve is situated approximately 120 km south
of Manaus in Central Amazon area.
A huge virgin rain forest and water landscape with a rich
flora and fauna: grey and pink-coloured river dolphins,
uncountable types of fish, alligators, monkeys, parrots,
armadillos, sloths, tapirs and jaguars hide in a labyrinth
of rivers and lakes. In times of high and low tide, the
difference in water level is up to 12m.
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n Familiar and Authentic
You will not find luxury at Juma Lake Inn but you will not miss
it either: Here you get to know the authentic and original
life of the Caboclos. Enjoy the cordial hospitality and let
yourself impress by the great commitment and knowledge of
the guides.
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Schematic Map

n Special Features of the Farm
The farm Juma Lake Inn is situated at the entrance of the
natural reserve, built on pales in the typical style of regions
that are partly flooded. The farm is constructed on a small
peninsula between the beautiful Juma Lake and the River
Mamori.
The special feature of the farm is that it vastly differs from
other tourist lodges.
Here, a family community invites you to get to know the
original and pure life close to nature in the Amazon region. It
is ideal for all who want to experience typical hospitality in a
pleasant atmosphere. The tasty meals, the friendly mood in a
natural surrounding and the insights into everyday life of the
habitants are particularly appreciated by the guests.

The Flood Forest

13
1–6 huts, Type A, Shower/WC
13
7+8 huts, Type B, Shower/WC,
14
with a tiled bathroom
15
9 alternative bathrooms/WC
16
10 separately used hut
17
11 house boat with community room, 18
restaurant, kitchen and baulk
19
12 house boat with tool shed,
20
larder, private rooms
21

privates Hausboot
private house boat, mini-shop
private house
private house
terrace below a mango tree
water tank for shower/WC
meadow
volleyball court
river Rio Mamori
mouth to Lake Lago Juma

n The Accomodation
Guest huts1-8 are placed on pales on the mainland and can be
reached by wooden passages. The rooms are conveniently arranged.
People knowing Brasilian accomodation appreciate that each of
the huts has beds with high quality matrasses. A private shower
and WC are also included. As a protection against the night active
moscitos the windows are sealed
with moscito meshing.
The community room, which is
both a meeting place and restaurant,
is situated on a house boat on the
river.
From the house boat11 guests like
to take the opportunity for a bath
in the pleasantly warm water of the
Community Room
Mamori River.
»Juma Lake Inn, a very special experience!«
Anne L., Cologne

Hut Typ B

If you are ready to enjoy the original Amazonian life, you will
have an unforgettable stay and an exciting experience. You
will adapt well to the surroundings and have many
opportunities to get to know the everyday life of the families
on the farm.
The stay is also very suitable for guests with children.
Children are welcome here. In most cases they can easily get
into contact with the local children of the farm.
Children should be able to swim, the river being easily
accessible. Don’t forget your swimming suit as swimming in
the warm fresh waters is a very special experience.
People looking for quiet will find it on the terrace with a view
of the river or in a hammock.

Exterior View

»Juma Lake Inn was a very nice proposal and a nice
experience. Many thanks for that!«
Beatrice M., Berlin

